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ABSTRACT
The subject of this thesis is related to the investigation of possibilities that can be
found with the development of 3D printing system that uses concrete mixes as material
and adapted to a FANUC M-710i C/50 robotic arm. Currently, several projects have
approached the concept of similar systems with different materials and at different scales.
This thesis seeks to introduce a process where all components of the fabrication process
are related to the other providing parameters for designers to utilize.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Briefly on fabrication in architecture
Design methodologies, fabrication processes and sensibility towards the architectural
space are transforming with the rapid increase in the use of technology. As a result of
this, new fabrication methods have been developed in order to accommodate for more
advanced designs such as those parametrically driven. Modeling tools, digital fabrication
and rapid prototyping1 machines are just some of the elements contributing in a new ever
changing simultaneous process of fabrication. Added to that, the idea to use robotics in
architecture has been roaming the architectural world for decades.
For instance, during the 1960’s utopian ideas of futuristic cities built by “machines”
became popular. Archigram was an architectural group formed during that time which
was considered to be avant-garde. The main members of the group were Peter
Cook, Warren Chalk, Ron Herron, Dennis Crompton, Michael Webb and David Greene.
From this group, a project called “Plug-In-City” designed by Peter Cook depicted a fixed
framework to which mobile capsules could be “plugged-in.” This project suggested ideas
of living for the future at the time. In this project, the city was no longer a city, but a
mega structure that was evolving continuously as it grew. In this scheme, cranes allowed
for the modification, addition or subtraction of elements within the “Plug-In-City (Sadler,
2005).” It could be speculated that this idea was subtly suggesting to the intervention of

1

Rapid prototyping is the term used for different processes to quickly fabricate parts designed using a 3D
model.
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“a machine” in the architectural environment allowing for mass-production of mega
structure in relatively short time periods.

Figure 1.1 Plug-in City: Maximum Pressure Area, Project, Section. Peter Cook, 1964. Source: MOMA, Architecture and Design
Dept., 2015.)

It was in June 1994 during a presentation at the Chicago institute that a new
construction technology was introduced to our society. One of these construction
technologies was robotic-crane based automation or “RCA” which was aimed to the
production of high-rises. With this, the ideas which seemed utopian in the 1960’s became
reality. If analyzed with a simple approach the process of “RCA” systems follows a
practical approach similar to Peter Cook’s idea of how “Plug-In-City” would evolve with
the aid of over-sized “cranes”.
2
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However, this type of robotic intervention did not modify the basis of actual systems
of analog fabrication and assembly. It simply substituted human intervention allowing for
a faster and safer approach to the construction of high-rises. Added to that, the primary
assumptions were that these systems would allow for labor cost reduction and
productivity increase and that has not been proved until now. While human labor was
reduced, a need for expertise in the manipulation of these robots was necessary making
the cost higher. While this construction process could make Archigram’s idea possible, it
did not add new design value to the field of architecture.

On the other hand, robots used in the construction of high-rises possess unique
qualities which can be used in other types of architectural fabrication. When utilizing
such capable machines it is possible to hybridize design and fabrication logics. While
these robots are specialized to perform specific tasks, the introduction of dynamic logics
can allow for their capabilities to be fully used. With that in mind, the idea of the use of
robotics in architecture can be proposed differently. In actuality, architects, artists and
designers are now approaching robotic fabrication and assembly with focus on industrial
robots.

For instance, the flexibility and precision provided by industrial robotic arms allow
for design opportunities and multifunctional roles (Braumann, 2013). Research has been
expanded seeking to adapt industrial robotic arms and their established logics of
operation with architectural processes in order to create a new fabrication process.
3
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Branko Kolarevic2 proposes a vision for an integrative design typology. An informational
continuum, as he describes is the ability to digitally generate and analyze in order to
utilize for fabrication. By doing this, he suggests that the relationships between
conception and production are redefined. Under this ideal, a BIM 3 becomes the single
source of design and production allowing the design team to possess full control. In
relationship to robotics, the same ideal can be applied (Kolarevic, 2008). Through this
idea, is that possibilities could become infinite with the integration of robotic arm
fabrication. This is due to the ability of industrial robotic arms to adapt their end
effectors4.

Thesis project description
For this thesis, the idea of concrete 3d printing end effector will be developed in
order to approach opportunities which can be found when exploring the possibility of
concrete 3D printing for architectural pieces. This work will be developed following both
quantitative and qualitative methodologies to explore the ways in which an
“informational continuum” can be developed where material and tooling are adjusted in
order to work as a collective. Existent built architectural projects where robotic arms are
used will serve to identify established parameters to be applied and developed upon.

2

Branko Kolarevic is academic Associate Dean and a professor at the University of Calgary in the Faculty of Environmental Design.
Building Information Model
4
An end effector is the part at the end of a robotic arm which is designed to directly interact with the setting of the arm.
3
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From these findings new ideas for additive fabrication will be proposed, developed, and
tested.

In order to determine the viability of these new logics, experiments on physical
fabrication will be conducted within the context of CAD/CAM tools. Such fabrication
experiments will shift attention towards specific materials and tooling typologies. With
this, the intent is to explore the idea of material additive fabrication through an extrusion
process. Later, the tool developed to extrude will be adapted to work with the robotic
arm. The experimentation process will then allow for the optimization of the final end
effector.

Purpose of the study
Currently, research is being led in regards to ways in which other materials could
be adapted to 3D printing technologies. Interest in new materials was sparked with the
wish to produce new systems which provided design value to the field of architecture. It
all began with projects which hacked the actual 3D printing processes. With the
availability of low-cost 3d printing machines, further examination has been possible. The
issue with this processes is their 3-axis limitations which are to be addressed with this
thesis. Later, with the introduction of a robotic arm the possibility to possess a 6-axis
reach allowed for more solutions to be found. Upon observation it was found that most
of the projects that were related to concrete as material targeted an idea of 3D printing in
bigger scales. Those projects approached the idea of the mass production of single
5
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designs rather than multiple intricate ones. This thesis, aims to create a collaboration of
process components where design and final production are related to each other.

Objective
The objective of this thesis is to explore the feasibility of 3D printing concrete.
For this examination a prototype was fabricated in order to experiment the feasibility of
such 3D printing system. The prototypes fabricated will then be adapted as end effectors
for robotic arms. Upon adaption and custom design for the robotic arm, the
experimentation will develop upon findings in possibilities that could be acquired with
the addition of a robotic arm to the 3D printing system.

Scope
The study is intended to provide basic fully working parameters for any interested
user to design under those. The goal is to examine and experiment the potential
opportunities and problems that will arise when attempting to 3D print concrete and offer
suggestions upon findings during the experimentation process.

The importance of the study
3D printing is becoming an important fabrication type in our society. Other fields
have been utilizing the benefits given by 3D printing processes. For instance, at the
Children’s hospital in Los Angeles, surgeons used 3D printing technology. This was due

6
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to the fact that by using a full scale model created from an MRI5data the team was able to
3D print the model and use the part to locate exactly where it was needed to intervene in
the child’s heart. This allowed the surgery to be shorter and it eliminated the need for
multiple surgeries (Seegert, 2015). Similarly, research related to 3D printing in
architecture is important as it might open up new fabrication possibilities than those that
architects have already found.

Throughout history, concrete has been a typical building material which has
remained basically the same as our civilization progressed. This material type can be
found in many components of our living setting since we can remember. Buildings,
furniture, and our urban infrastructure normally utilize this material. It is important to
analyze the place that concrete as a traditional material will have with the development of
new trends. For instance, ABS plastic has been used extensively for 3D printing
processes. However, there can be a question in regards to its efficiency when placed in
building components. The possibilities can be limited to the properties of the material in
relationship to its durability and strength. The case that this thesis presents with the idea
of 3D printing concrete allows for more extensive research in terms of the material’s
possibilities. This is due to all the examples that can be found in our environment.
Furthermore, when discussing the possibilities that are discovered with the establishment

5

Magnetic Resonance Imagining
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of a 3D printing system where robotics are introduces new features which can allow the
designer to create with less restrictions.

Rather than an apparatus, this thesis explores the idea of a system by which all
parts play an important role for the fabrication of what a designer has envisioned. In order
to achieve this, different elements were explored separately and then added to the system
in a progressive way. Each component as shown in Figure 1.2 below is explored and
tested separately and then incorporated as the system fully functions with the addition of
an element.

MATERIALS

TOOLS
Figure 1.2 Thesis project development order.

8
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Robotics, 3d printing, and architecture
Humanity faced an Industrial Age during the end of the 1800’s. For instance, the
textile industry became the first to mechanize its manufacturing processes (C. Warnier,
2014). In the 1960’s mechanized systems were introduced to the automobile industry.
Ford introduced the assembly line which not only mechanized the processed but also
sparked the interest in research for industrial robotic arms. Following it was that General
Motors acquired its first robotic arm in 1961. Which was placed in a plant in New Jersey.
The arm simply lifted and stacked hot metal parts. It was invented by George Devol who
is accounted for inventing the first industrial robotic arm (Rosen, 2011).

Figure 2.1 Diagram of first industrial robotic arm invented by George Devol. Source: The Atlantic, 2011.

9
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Later on with the support of General Motors, the engineer Victore Scheiman was able
to invent a robotic arm which in difference to Devol’s was able to maneuver in 6-axis
space. With this major improvement in the industrial robotic arm, it was that the use of
these expanded and persevere in a lot of different fields.
Architects have always been fascinated by robotic technology. In the end of the
1990’s it appeared to be that robotics had arrived finally to architecture in Japan.
However, issues related Japan’s financial problems during that time forced the county to
suspend experimentation related to robotics. Other robotic projects were performed later.
However, those were merely virtual and architects could not translate their ideas into
actual projected (Braumann, 2013).
However, the interest on strengthening relationship bonds between design and
fabrication in architecture has become driven highly only by a few related to the
architecture field. The evolution of the profession has led to processes in which digital
technologies and new construction methods, such as robotic fabrication and large scale
3D printing are beginning to lead the way in which architecture is fabricated. During
FABRICATE6 2014, Matthias Kohler7 and Mario Carpo8, had a conversation in regards
to the change in which architecture will be fabricated in a near future. They focused on
the importance of robotic arms in the scaling of 3D printing.

6

FABRICATE is an international forum that addresses the making of contemporary architecture.
Matthias Kohler is a professor at ETH Zurich.
8 Mario Carpo is an architectural critic and Reyner Banham Professor or architectural history and theory at University
College, London.
7
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Carpo discusses the thoughts of architects in the 1990’s in relationship to digital
mass customization. Architects became to state that “Using digital tools, mass
production, economy of scale, standardization, and centralization were a thing of the past.
They had to invent a new way to make things that would make a shift to something
completely new (Gramazio, 2014).” These architects were motivated by people such as
Gilles Deleuze9 and for that reason people though that their theories were irrelevant and
that they were not considering the rest of society. However, in January 2013 at his speech
of the State of the Union, President Obama spoke about the importance of 3D printing.
The president stated that 3D printing was a new revolutionary technology that would
change the way in which we did everything.
Reflecting on the historical happenings, the ideas of architects in the 1990’s were
more relevant than what a lot of people thought they were despite the failure of those.
Similarly today with robotics, architects are beginning to explore the potential of these
machines just like architects in the 1960’s dreamed of. The important question is…
“How can robots change architecture?” To answer that is the hypothesis that using
robotic arms in architecture will allow for the creation of forms that are active contrary to
simply statics forms. The processes of fabrication will change due to the high
collaboration between parameters, material, programming, and construction machine.
The design will have a latent informational continuum that will interwove all the

9

Gilles Deleuze was a French philosopher from the 1960’s.
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components of the creation of architecture. Thus the creation of a new dialogue between
design and making.
The use of robotic arms allows for the properties of the material to be fully exposed
by making them flexible and variable depending on their relationship to the design and
machine. When these properties are fully exposed, the attention shifts towards the
physical processes and the material senses. In that instance, each detail that was digitally
conceived reflects the reasoning of the design as a whole. Robotic arms provide a
broader design liberty due to their abilities in relationship to detail and precision. Due to
this abilities, the designer, is able to focus on the materiality of the project rather than the
multiple processes that would be needed typically to achieve the fabrication of a design.
While new materials are emerging in the field, it is important to acknowledge the
importance of materials that have been latent throughout history. Concrete is one of the
most ancient materials that we still use today. This is because concrete with time has
proven to be a durable material. For instance, the romans would have never thought that
millions of tourists visit many great examples of construction using concrete until today.
As a result of this, there is no surprise to observe designers attempting to
experiment the idea of fabricating 3D printed houses. This idea is derived from a smaller
scale type of technology. Rapid Technologies are part of a subcategory in the fabrication
industry. These are known for their ability to compress the time to market for new
products under development. Due to their nature, rapid prototyping10 technologies are

10

Rapid prototyping is another way to refer to Rapid Technologies. Abbreviated by “RP”
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used in order to create systems of parts that represent a product before it is completely
finalized. Through this process time constraints are emphasized in order for a design to
evolve.
Along the same lines, “RP” deals with the basic principle of additive means of
fabrication. Recently, a technical committee within the ASTM11 agreed that a new
terminology should be adopted for this type of technologies. This is due to the nature of
processes in which additive fabrication takes place (Dimov, 2001). It is important to
explain that some of these technologies are not identified as 3D printing systems simply
because these might only serve as one step in the process of fabrication. For this reason,
in this document we will refer to the process as 3D printing or additive fabrication. 3D
printing is an important tool to any designer because it is the physical culmination of a
project envisioned in a 3D model. With the potential of 3D printing and it’s qualities as a
system is that new ideas have been sparked.
Companies, universities, and privates have studied the idea of experimenting with
materials when using this process. Additive manufacturing is basically a printing process
by which a 3D model is transformed into something that we can physically touch. This
concept is similar to normal inkjet printers. However, in this process a “print head”
navigates only in the X, Y, and Z axes. This process can vary with the encounter of
different materials and layering techniques. Through this fabrication method objects are
fabricated sequentially in layers using different materials.

11

American Society for Testing and Materials
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The principal idea of 3D printing is to convert all what is designed in a virtual space
to an existent piece in our physical space. For this reason is that this tool has become
highly attractive in many fields. For this is that additive manufacturing has been
challenged with the focus on material typologies in relationship to what these system’s
abilities and potentials could be. New fabrication processes are realized adjusted to the
media that each field is interested in. During this exploration, the previous research in
composites served as a firm base to establish the material which the extruding process
had to function with.
In the past years, the global design community has been able to testify with an
increase of projects related to 3D printing which can be related to architecture. In March
2015, “3D printing architecture”12 released an infographic with a collection of all projects
and developments that have been taking place in this global setting. In figure 2.2, it can
be observed that the tendency of projects related to concrete 3D printing is higher than
other materials. However, most of the projects where there is robotics involved have not
necessarily experimented with all the possibilities given by robotic arms.
As indicated by El Studio, 3D printing has been successfully accomplished. Several
projects have proved that the concept is achievable at a larger scale. For instance,
WINSUN13 has successfully 3D printed houses using concrete. Their project focused on
the rapid mass-fabrication of housing or construction components. Furthermore, Dr.

12
13

A website dedicated to present inspiration for designers specifically interested in additive manufacturing.
China based enterprise focused in research and development of construction materials.
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Koshnevis14 had previously developed a system capable of 3D printing concrete with the
same goal initially. His project “Contour Crafting” has now shifted to the interest in
construction in other planets such as the Moon and Mars.

Also, the group lead by Kohler and Gramazio from ETH Zurich are currently
researching the possibilities of creating a “Smart Dynamic Casting” system in which the
same problematic with complex concrete structures is approached to find a solution.
Again, the process, becomes tedious and complicated due to the imperative need of
custom made formwork for each individual element within an architecture. Similarly to
this thesis, “Smart Dynamic Casting” attempts to approach the necessity of formwork for
the construction of complex concrete structures (Gramazio Kohler Research, 2014).

These projects, are relevant to be researched for the purpose of this thesis. While
their ultimate goal is different and both are based on a 3-axis system. The characteristics
of the material composition can be studied from observing these projects. However, this
thesis is driven by the interest of the way in which new logics can be created when a 3D
printing system is encounter with a 6-axis robotic arm.

The robotic arm itself is a tool that needs other components in order to fabricate
what the designer desires. These tools are called end effectors because they complete the
process of fabrication. The arm is the mobile by which architectural designs can move

14

Dr. Behrokh Khosnevis is a Professor at the University of Southern California. He is also Director of the
Center for Rapid Automated Fabrication Technologies.
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while the end effector translates the data. End effectors can be related to tooling in
comparison to other machines such as CNC. They are customized in order to perform
specific tasks in the fabrication process. Basic tasks which an end effector can do are
related to cutting, bending, placement, etc. The end effector is customized to specific
design or task that the designer needs for it to do. In the case of material extrusion the end
effector has to be able to extrude material by a layer type of approach similar to 3D
printing processes. For this reason is that research was conducted with the study of
precedents which indicate to be relevant to additive fabrication.
For instance, L’artesan electronique is an investigation that aimed to interweave
craft, industry and digital making similarly to this project. The main goal was to achieve
the active contribution of any inexperienced creator to digital fabrication processes. For
that project, typical 3D printers were hacked in order to be able to print clay materials
(Shafrir, 2014). L’artesan electronique serves as an example of the purpose of this project
with a difference in regards to the material focus and the user that it is aimed for.
However, this project portrays a principle similar to that of an informational continuum
since the user is able to manipulate the final product under available operational liberties
given.

16

Figure 2.2 Mapping 20 years of 3D printing in Architecture. Source: El Studio, Amsterdam, 2015.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Methodology and Assumptions
The purpose of this study is to explore the feasibility of developing a concrete 3D
printing system which can ultimately be used as an end effector for a robotic arm
application. A prototype is to be developed in an organized manner. As mentioned
earlier, one of the goals of the project is to develop an informational continuum where
every component in the process is interwoven to each other in order to create a fully
communicated process.
Initially, it was assumed that a 3D printing system could be developed based on
existent 3D printing systems. Upon research, it was found that each extruder had been
customized and designed specifically for the material used. For instance, in typical 3D
printing scenarios such as powder and ABS based; the process is different. During a
powder based 3D printing process, layers of powder are applied and then a binder is
added upon each layer application. Differently, in an ABS 3D printing, both support
material and piece are layered simultaneously. In a powder print a final piece is
excavated as unused powder is vacuumed, an ABS piece is put in a bath solution in order
for support material to be deluded. Both 3d printing systems require a support system and
different material outputs. In the case of powder 3D printing one for powder and another
one for binder. In the case of ABS one for the plastic and another one for the support
material.

18
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In applications where powder based cement 3D printing is used a typical powder
process could be used as a base for the system. A project done by Emerging Objects uses
this approach. The fabrication of “Bloom”15 is done by the used of typical powder 3D
printers. However, a special cement composite formulation was developed in order for
the cement to work under a typical 3D printing process (Objects, 2015). While the
process is used for fabrication, the material had to be changed in order to function with
the established system. For the purpose of this thesis it can be assumed that for a concrete
3D printing application none of the processes described above could simply be duplicated
with a different material output. The concrete intended to be used in this thesis has
specific characteristics which change the way in which the printing process will operate.

Figure 3.1 Cement based 3D printed blocks. Source: Emerging Objects

15

Bloom is a project done at UC Berkeley where 3D printed cement blocks form a structure.
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This project will test the possibility of extruding pre mixed concrete consisting of
the development of a concrete mix compatible to a 3D printing system to be developed.
For this purpose, a material study is performed with the use of a variety of materials
exploring their properties and qualities relevant to the 3D printing process. Following, a
3D printing system is developed and tested with the material that was previously
designed for this specific system. Finally, the system will be adapted to serve as an end
effector for a robotic arm with the possibility to add its movement freedom.

20
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CHAPTER IV
CONCRETE 3D PRINTING SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Material development
Concrete is a material compound of different elements. Most normally, it is made
with a mix of water, aggregates, and cement. Its appearance can be different depending
on the materials used during the mixing process. Its appearance can be also modified
after its curing process. From its basic mix typology it can be modified with the use of
other materials in order to enhance different properties. For instance, additives and
reinforcements are added in the mixture in order to achieve desired properties for the
final result. Concrete has been used for many decades in the construction industry
making it available practically anywhere. Lately, the emergence of other components
which can be used with concrete have allowed for the material to become more dynamic
in terms of the applications for which it can be used.
In this thesis, a research was made in regards to the opportunities that concrete
offered in terms of raw material selection. These opportunities questioned the possibility
of materials that could be added into a concrete mix in order for added qualities to be
encountered. Performance, Physical appearance, application types, and strength were
some of the characteristics taken into consideration for this research.
In figure 3.2 a matrix presents materials which could potentially be used in the
design mix of concrete for concrete 3D printing applications. The matrix is divided in
three categories which apply to this project. Admixture, reinforcement, and aggregates
material options were further researched seeking to find qualities which could be added
potentially to a concrete mix design. The matrix served as an idea for the development of
a concrete design which qualities were compatible to 3D printing.
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Following that, a group of readily available materials were used to experiment
with material design mixes. Six raw materials were used to create different mix designs
all having water as a common element in the mix (figure 3.3). Analogous extrusion was
done with the intention to extract data in order to find optimal material solutions for a
mechanical 3D printing process. For this process as shown in figure 3.4 a typical piping
bottle was used to manually extrude concrete mixes and mimic 3D printing like layering
qualities. Measurements were recorded for each design mix and noted in figure 3.5.
Later upon analogous extrusion a separate result table was created showing the behavior
of the material upon extrusion shown in the same figure.
As it can be noticed, the best results in terms of material extrusion were found in
mixes that contained higher amount of aggregates such as sand. However, not all of the
raw materials selected for design mixes were successful. For instance, the use of paper
fibers made the material extrusion difficult and upon drying the material was not strong
enough to attempt to relocate it. Further experimentation upon development of 3D
printing system allowed for further assumptions to be made in regards to material mix.
However, for the advancement of the project, the most optimal mix where sand was used
served for the purpose of mechanical prototype testing.
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Figure 3.2 Research on materials related to concrete mixes applicable for 3D printing. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia
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Figure 3.3 Material selection for concrete design mixes. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.
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Figure 3.4 Analogous extrusion experimentation. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.
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Figure 3.5 Mix design measurements and results. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.
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3D printing system research
Upon the establishment of a material to be used in this thesis. A series of research
was done with specifics in types of 3D printing tools which could be adapted for the
material mix established earlier to be extruded. The tool had to be able to contain material
to be extruded and extrude it without it getting hard inside the extruder. For instance,
concrete tends to begin its curing process as soon as it encounters water. Therefore, the
mix contained had to rapidly be manipulated to become part of the final 3D print. From
that research, three extrusion methods were found closer to the tool direction which this
thesis could follow.
The first was a mechanical push extrusion method used in “Woven Clay.”16 The
tool used was a mechanical derivate from the traditional clay coil extruders used in the
arts industry (Figure 3.6). In the traditional method, clay coils are inserted in a tube and
then manually squeezed out through a nozzle which can differ in shapes depending on the
artists design motivation. Similarly, the group from Harvard used a mechanical clay coil
extruder with a gear motor (Figure 3.7). The motor controls a lead screw into a plunger
pushing the clay through a nozzle. The clay is extruded onto a pre-fabricated milled foam
surface used as “support” for the extruded piece. This projects finality is the use of clay
for the fabrication of 18” x 18” panels which are held in place with a structural system
(Monica & McGee, 2014).

16

Project done by a team from Harvard Graduate School of Design related to the extrusion of clay using
robotic arm.
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Figure 3.6 (Left) Venco hand extruder. Source: Toreuse, 2015.
Figure 3.7 (Right) Woven clay tool. Source: RobArch 2014.

Secondly, a compressed air extrusion tool was observed in use for “Fab
Clay.” This project was developed by a group from the IAAC. 17 The process is similar to
that of a mechanical push type of extrusion. A tool was developed using a compressed air
pump, clear acrylic plastic tubing, a metal nozzle, and an Arduino driven controller. Two
elements are added to this extrusion process which differentiates it from the previous one
described. A metal nozzle is used to reduce air and withstand pushing forces and

17

Institute of Advanced Architecture of Catalonia.
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compressed air is injected to the tube regulating the slump thickness (Fashami, Jokic, &
Naya Lara, 2012).

Figure 3.8 Column printed using “FabClay’s” extruder.. Source: FabBots, 2012.

Finally, a progressive cavity pump was considered as the type of tooling for this
project. As mentioned before the project done by L’Artisan Electronique (Figure 3.9) was
a project that was directly comparable to this thesis with the difference that it was
restricted to be used in a 3-axis setting and it was designed for the use of ceramics. This
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ceramic 3D printing process was initially invented by Unfold in 2009 and was based
directly on an open source project from a RepRap forum (Unfold, 2009). The
“Claystruder” (Figure 3.9) was based on the Moineau pump more commonly known as
the progressive cavity pump.

Figure 3.9 Ceramic 3D printer (Hacked RepRap printer). Source: Kristof Vrancken.
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A progressive cavity pump works with a motor. An inside rotor is rotated rolling
around an off-set interior wall. The motion of the screw like rotor allows for fluids to be
transferred from one side to another. In the case of concrete, the continuous motion of the
rotor gives the designer time to extrude at slower rates if necessary without the material
drying up inside the shaft. For example, in a typical syringe like process often used for
clay coil extrusion the properties of the material consent for a pressure system to be used.
This is due to the fact that clay has a longer drying time and a thicker consistency. As
shown in figure 3.10, the extruder used for that project was a tube similar to a syringe
which feed material into the extruder.

Figure 3.10 Claystruder 2.0, based on Taillon’s Moineau. Source: Unfold.
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Since the experimentation in this thesis was aimed to grow scale progressively, it
was found that the last tool presented would serve best as a basis for this thesis. However,
the tool had to be customized for the material used since its parts had been designed to
accommodate ceramics. For instance, when using concrete air bubbles must be avoided in
order for the material quality to be greater and the viscosity of this material was not the
same. Therefore, for a concrete 3D printing system, a different type of material feed had
to be designed along with the customization of other parts of the tool.
At that point there was no knowledge in regards to the mechanical controllers
used in that specific project. For that reason, separate research had to be made in order to
develop an automated mechanical system. Upon collaboration with electrical engineering
students it was determined that there were three main components needed for a
mechanical system to function. A set consistent of a motor, motor controller, and a micro
controller was necessary for the extruder to be mechanically driven. For electrical
applications typically there are three types of motors used: AC, DC Brushless, and DC
stepping motor or also called stepper motor. Each of these motor type differ in the way
they function and the type of application for which they are optimal. The motor to be
selected had to be able to work with any of the controller system developed.
Firstly, an AC motor is driven by an alternating current. It is capable of holding
higher voltages and can be easily started with typical AC sources. However, it is
expensive to control and the capacity of the controllers must be equal to the motor size.
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For this application, at a smaller scale, it was found that this type of motor would not be
the best.
Secondly, a DC brushless motor is an electric motor which is able to convert
direct currents of electrical power to mechanical power. These type of motors are easy to
control and known for good performance. On the other hand, it can be challenging to find
high DC sources required by the motors. Added to that, these motors cannot be controlled
in a simultaneous manner.
Finally, a DC stepping motor is similar to a DC brushless because it is also able to
convert direct currents of electrical power to mechanical power. Differently from a DC
brushless its motion is divided by six leads which permit a higher frequency. Added to
that, it contains a discrete motion which enables higher control of the motor’s conduct.
Regardless of all its benefits such as its immediate response to any controller changes, a
DC stepping motor would be the most challenging to program. Regardless of the motor to
be selected there were three main options in relationship to motor controllers.
Firstly, a LM290 H-Bridge Board was considered for the control of the motor.
These types of motor controllers are universally known, inexpensive, and commercially
produced. However, this type of controllers is not commonly used in stepper motor
applications. Secondly, a custom circuit would be an option due this type of controller
being designed specifically for the application needed in this project. The parts needed
and the particular applications to program this type of circuits were easily found with the
collaboration of the electrical engineering student team. However, this type of controller
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is experimental and no precedent research could be found creating the need for extensive
prototyping. Finally, an Easy Driver from Spark Fun 18 was considered. This is a
commercial motor controller which is based on an open-source system. It is simple to
program, inexpensive and has been used in architectural applications previously.
However, it can only function for a singular purpose and no revisions can be made at
some point. This type of motor controller is only compatible with one single microcontroller.
In terms of micro-controllers, there was only two types that could be compatible
with the motor controller selection. For the last motor controller mentioned, there was
only one micro-controller found to be compatible; an Arduino. Arduino UNO is known
for its commercial prototyping applications. It is based on an open source system and has
been used extensively in architectural applications. However, like mentioned it is only
compatible with the Easy Driver. Finally, a Ti MSP 430G2553 is a micro-controller that
can be used with any of the other motor-controllers. These type of micro controllers are
durable, require low power, and are efficient. Their language allows for easy
modification with extensive precedents to observe.

3D printing system prototyping
As previously discussed, there were several precedent studies in full 3D printing
systems related to extrusion. However, from the systems studied a progressive cavity

18

Online retail store that manufactures and sells parts for electronic projects.
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pump was the closer to work for this project. Since our goal was to begin at a smaller
scale and develop bigger scales upon encounters this was the best tool to develop first.
The prototype fabrication began with the 3D printing of pieces needed for the
system (Figure 3.11). These pieces were modeled based on the system used for the
Claystruder 2.0 from Unfold taking advantage of their open source system and adjusted
to the system to be developed. There were seven pieces printed separately to then be
assembled and form the main extruder. A spacer to be placed between the motor and the
material feed shaft. A spacer was used to avoid concrete spilling into motor. A 3 piece
inner rotor consistent of main rotor couple, an extension to pass thru the material feed
shaft, and finally a connector for the motor. The last two pieces consisted of the outer
part for the rotor and a nozzle. In that case, the top rotor acted as a shaft in between the
concrete and the couple rotor. Finally, a nozzle was printed which would later be changed
depending on the desired slump. Pieces were fitted with nuts and bolts and material feed
was connected with a fitted compressed air connector which would infeed concrete mixes
(Figure 3.12).
A test was made semi-analogously in order to confirm that the ABS pieces could
be used for concrete extrusion (Figure 3.13). For this test, a drill was replaced in place of
a stepper motor. A funnel and a polyurethane pipe were used as material infeed to the
extruder. Upon experimentation through this semi-analogous process, it was found that
the ABS pieces would be able to extrude concrete. Yet, the force resultant from the drill
motion created an irregular extrusion which could not be properly.
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Figure 3.11 ABS 3D printed pieces for concrete 3D printing System. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia

.
Figure 3.12 ABS 3D printed pieces for concrete 3D printing System assembled. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.
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Figure 3.13 Semi-Analogous extruder testing. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.

Once verified that the ABS parts were suitable for a concrete 3D printing system,
motor and micro controller systems were designed in order to be incorporated to the rest
of the pieces. These controllers were tested before being attached to the rest of the
components in the system. By doing this, there was an idea of the motor’s potential
depending on the mechanical system used. Several variations of mechanical controller
systems were prototyped. For the first mechanical prototype, a custom circuit and a Ti
MSP 430G2553 were used. However, it was found that the custom circuit did not work
and a second prototype had to be fabricated. The second mechanical prototype used a
LM290 H-BRIDGE Board and again a Ti MSP 430G2553. In that instance, the motor
function and rotated but the programming code was failing. As a result of that failure, the
motor was constantly stopping after a few rotations. Finally, for the third and easy driver
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and an Arduino UNO were used. The motor was able to rotate using this mechanical
system. But, a problem arise with the speed in which the motor rotated being too slow
for the allowance of concrete 3D printing (Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15).

Figure 3.14 Testing of Inner Couple. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.

Figure 3.15 Controller Mechanical System testing. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.
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Upon findings and realization of programming issues it was decided to revise the
first prototype used during the controller mechanical system experimentation. Changes
were made to the custom circuit and tested previously in order to be attached to the rest
of the parts of the system. At that point, the concrete 3D printing system could be adapted
for the introduction of the robotic arm into the system.

3D printing system robotic arm introduction
In order for the 3D printing system to become an end effector fixed to the robotic
arm it had to be adapted. For this project, a Fanuc M-710i C50 was readily available.
This type of robotic arm allows for 6-axis of movement (Figure 3.16). Each J-Axis as
they are referred to can be compared to the articulations in a human’s arm (Figure 3.17).
With the introduction of the robotic arm several factors to improve the way in which the
concrete 3D printing system worked were assumed to be introduced.

Figure 3.16 Fanuc Axis and Servo location. Source: Fanuc Operator manual.
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Figure 3.17 Fanuc Axis Motion Diagram Source: Fanuc Operator manual.

First, the stability that the concrete slump would have was directly relative to the
attachment designed to hold the concrete 3D printing system onto the robotic arm. As a
result of that, it was assumed that slump would be consistent conversely to slump
inconsistencies from the previous semi-analogous test. It was assumed that this would
allow for better noting of the concrete mix quality as the control of the end effector would
be higher.
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Secondly, when observed in previous testing it was found that it was necessary to
implement a better control of the concrete 3D printing system in terms of motion. When
testing the system at a semi-analogous level it was found that distances from surface to
the tip were variable to the pulse of the person moving the tool. By adding a robotic arm
into the system it was assumed that it would replace the railing system used most
commonly in 3D printing applications. However, the difference in this case would be the
introduction of additional axes to the fabrication process.
Finally, through the use of CAD/CAM software it was assumed that motion speed
and object printing would be simplified. Throughout the use of point space mapping of
the object to be 3D printed would become much easier. Additionally to that, CAD/CAM
software would allow for the user to be able to conduct simulations through the
established software.

3D printing system robotic arm implementation
As mention earlier, the prototype that was initially built had to be adapted to
become an end effector for the Fanuc robotic arm. In order to accomplish that, it was
decided to create a holder to allow for quick assembly and disassembly of the concrete
3D printing system. The holder had to be something easy to prototype and reproduced in
case of any edition to be needed. As presented previously on figures 3.16 and 3.17 the
robotic arm has 6 axis with an end effector mounting face. Therefore, the face had to be
measured and drafted in order to serve as basis for the holder (Figure 3.18).
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Figure 3.18 Fanuc End Effector Mounting Face Measurements. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.

Figure 3.19 Concrete 3D printing system holder design. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.
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A holder was modeled using Rhinoceros19 in order to allow for quick editing if
necessary. Additionally from obtaining the dimensions from the end effector mounting
face on the robotic arm, measurements were taken from the stepper motor. The pieces
were then sliced ad 1/8” thickness and cut on MDF using a laser cutter. The stepper
motor fits in the holder and nuts are screwed in from the end effector base and down to
the holder’s base. By screwing all three pieces together it is possible to gain additional
stability from one piece to the other. Finally, the end effector holder is screwed onto the
end effector mounting face on the Fanuc robotic arm (Figure 3.19). During the
prototyping period for the holder, initial laser cut pieces were fitted onto the end effector
mounting face and the concrete 3D printing system (Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21).

19

Rhinoceros is a common CAD software used to model in 3D in the architectural field.
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Figure 3.20 Concrete 3D printing system holder mounted on robotic arm. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.

Figure3.21 Concrete 3D printing system fitted onto holder. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.
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3D printing system robotic arm testing
The first testing using the robotic arm was done using the first fully developed
concrete 3D printing system. This prototype included 3D printed parts, stepper motor,
custom circuit, and a Ti MSP 430G2553. Initially, a test was done in order to verify that
the motor was physically rotating the inner rotor of the progressive cavity pump (Figure
3.22). Upon verifying that it was functioning, the system was mounted onto the robotic
arm (Figure 3.23).

Figure 3.22 Stepper motor test with progressive cavity pump. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.
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Figure 3.23 Concrete 3D Printing system mounted onto robotic arm. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.

At this point, CAD/CAM software was not introduced and robotic arm
manipulation for that instance was done with the use of the robotic arm’s teaching
pendant (Figure 3.24). Due to this, motion for the test was done following the rotation of
J1 as pictured on Figure 3.17. The robotic arm was positioned using the teaching pendant
at a distance of 6 mm. from the surface to the tip of the end effector. A concrete mix was
done based on material experimentation using mix 12 to 15 as a guide. However, upon
material addition problems were encountered due to a failure in the stepper motor. The
friction created between the progressive cavity’s pump and the stepper motor connection
stopped the motor’s rotation. As a result of this, concrete was clogged inside the
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polyurethane pipe (Figure 3.25). The mechanical part of the concrete 3D printing system
failed.

Figure 3.24 Positioning end effector for concrete 3D printing test. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.

Figure 3.25 Concrete clogged inside polyurethane tubing. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.
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After examination, the electrical engineering students decided to fabricate a new
custom circuit which was also improved from the first version. For example, the new
circuit only needed on battery, the wiring design was better organized and identified, and
a button was added which allowed for the inner progressive cavity pump rotor to be
reversed. With completion of the new custom circuit and re assemble of mechanical
controllers a new test was done.
Again, the same prototype was used with the exception of the changes described
previously. With the improvement in the new controllers, the concrete 3D printing
system’s assembly onto the end effector mounting face was faster (Figure 3.26). The
mechanical controllers were temporarily fastened onto J3 arm of Fanuc’s robotic arm
(Figure 3.27 and Figure 3.28).

Figure 3.26 Concrete 3D printing system mounted to Fanuc robotic arm. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.
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Figure 3.27 Mechanical controllers fastened onto J3 arm. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.

Figure 3.28 Concrete 3D printing system mounting completed. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.
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Like in the previous concrete 3D printing test, with the use of the teaching
pendant the robotic was positioned. Mixes for this this exercise were based on material
experimentations. Mix designs 12-15, 17 and 18 were used as basis for concrete
mixtures. At the time of material addition, it was realized that material had to be stirred
inside its container in order for it to flow into the progressive cavity pump (Figure 3.29).
With the initial motion on the container it was possible for the concrete to flow into the
pump. At that instance, the pump successfully 3D printed its first line with all the system
components working together (Figure 3.30). However, the material viscosity was not
good for layering (Figure 3.31).
As a result of the initial testing, a new mix was done where water amounts were
decreased and sand was increased. By doing that, the materials workability would
increase allowing for better setting time. With the improvement in viscosity and setting
time the concrete’s ability to be layered would improve as well. When a new 3D print
was attempted using the edited mix, the concrete could be layered after the first layer was
printed (Figure 3.32). However, after several testing with the new concrete mixes it was
found that the concrete mix could still be edited in order to improve the binding in
between layers printed.
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Figure 3.29 Concrete stirred into progressive cavity pump. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.

Figure 3.30 First successful concrete line successfully printed. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia

Figure 3.31 Concrete viscosity problem. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia.
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Figure 3.32 multiple layers 3D printed. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia

During the testing process of such prototype it was encountered that a bigger
material feed was needed and that the parts that were 3D printed needed to be re
designed. On addition to that, the system required better control of the inner rotor speed.
While the material flow was fair, a new material feed is needed in order to improve the
rapidness of the process and progress towards a fully automated process where human
intervention reduces to material feed at the beginning of each print. Finally, the idea of
the design of different nozzles arose.
As a result of this, the parts that had been 3D printed were redesigned and
modeled digitally. Different nozzles were designed and modeled as well. Following the
modeling process, the parts were 3D printed using an ABS printer like with the initial
prototype. In terms of mechanical controllers, a speed controller was added to the
controller abilities (Figure 3.33).
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In terms of improvement to the actual prototype, an additional stepper motor must
be added to the system in order to serve as an agar which mixes concrete in the material
container and helps with the flow from container to pump. However, this encompasses
the need for an extra set of mechanical controllers to operate the agar. The parts needed
for the agar are not currently available.

Figure 3.33 Re-designed prototype. Source: Paola Muniz-Garcia
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
Summary
The study began with an introduction identifying the development of robotic arms
and their intervention in architecture. Next, the importance of their introduction into the
fabrication of architecture was explained briefly. In this same context, the other two main
components of this thesis were introduced: the tool and the material. The progression by
which 3D printing has gained an important place in the fabrication of architecture was
approached. Similarly, the reasons why concrete was chosen as a material for this project
to be developed were explain. This was done by describing how such material has been
able to remain in the design world. Finally, the importance of this project was described
with the intentions to further inform the agenda for this project and how a concrete 3D
printing system would make an impact in the way designers fabricate architecture
currently.
In the literature review presented in the second chapter of this document
highlights of some readings where presented in order to examine the overall relevance of
the project presented in depth. Within the chapter the literature discussed presented
information related to robotics, 3D printing and architecture. This information aided
supporting this thesis and served as a frame for the project to be developed. Finally, the
precedents that were presented are intended to give the user an idea of the main intention
of the thesis.
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The third chapter presents the assumptions needed in order to perform a concrete
3D printing system with the final goal to adapt it onto a robotic arm. Within the chapter
the literature presents the importance and relevance of the project. Also included in this
chapter is a brief explanation of the methodology and steps to be taken in order to
successfully achieve to 3D print concrete using robotic arm application.
On the fourth chapter the concrete 3D printing system development is presented.
Initially, material development is presented. Following, approached to tool development
are presented along with examples of other systems currently working on the market.
With that, the prototypes for this project are explained in detail and depicted in the
figures included in the chapters. Finally, tests and experimentation are presented up to the
final prototype where the robotic arm is included in the process. As a result, suggestions
will be made regarding the feasibility in developing a concrete 3D printing system where
robotic arms are implements to the process keeping in mind that informational continuum
presented in the chapters previously presented.

Results
The assumptions made for the development of a concrete 3D printing system
using robotic arm served as a starting point for the progression of the prototype
fabricated. Based on the results with the testing of the prototype, the last test produced
results which suggested a need for the system to be improved. While the system
successfully 3D printed, additional testing needs to be done with improved prototypes.
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Furthermore, while it was proven that concrete can be 3D printed using the
system that was established. It was also found that the material is connected to all the
components in the process. In this case, design, tools, and material are all interwoven as
it was initially intended. It was found that when material design was changed,
adjustments became necessary in relationship to nozzle of the system, speed of the
robotic arm moving the end effector, etc. Every detail of the system became important
for the process. The process by which the concrete 3D printing system was developed
proved that component parameters would always need to be changed. For example, when
scaling the system that has been established material designs would have to be developed
due to the change in scale and application of the process.

Recommendations
It is recommended to create a more effective material feed in order to manage
concrete more effectively. Additional testing needs to be done with the implementation
of CAD/CAM software which became readily available upon culmination of this project.
With the introduction of Robotmaster20 a better understanding will be found in
relationship to restrictions and liberty for fabrication. Additionally, Mastercam 21 will
allow for further development of tool by the use of tool setups in collaboration with
Robotmaster.

20
21

CAD/CAM software for robotic arm
CAD/CAM software
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Previous to the capacity to transition to a larger scale type concrete 3D printing
system it is necessary to fully comprehend the behavior of the end effector developed in
this thesis. This comprehension will be gained with the experimentation in the design
process. Only through the encounter of architectural design ideas is that the abilities of
the system that has been established can be identified.
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